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Abstract— Mobile IPv6 came as an extensively acknowledged technology to support mobility in networks. Home agents are in charge 
for the registration of mobile devices and act as a key entity for the tunneling of data packets to the corresponding registered mobile 
nodes. A single home agent has administrative control over the critical tasks including home agent registration management, 
maintenance of cache data and tunneling of data packets to the mobile nodes that are away from their home networks and so on. 
However in this approach, home agent act as the sole failure point, which gave rise to the placement of multiple home agents to 
overcome this issue. The load balancing mechanism for multiple home agent deployment faces the problem of improper load sharing, 
signaling overhead and synchronization issues. Moreover, failure detection and recovery mechanism are inefficient in nature. It 
experiences a significant delay in tunneling of data packets and suffers from disconnection making it incompetent for the use in real 
time applications. Most of the existing methods for load sharing and failure detection use the concept of exchange of router 
advertisement message named as “heart beat messages” at a constant rate. The reduction in the interval of router advertisement can 
result in signaling overhead and synchronization issues. Hence, this paper investigates and analyzes the various load balancing 
mechanisms of mobile IPv6. In addition, it presents the comparative study of the failure detection and recovery mechanism of existing 
methods. Finally, it concludes that future work can be extended in the domain of distributed active load sharing mechanism and 
proactive failure detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the fundamental 
communication protocol for the delivery of datagrams across 
the network. Its routing function enables internetworking, 
and actually establishes the internet connection. The task of 
delivering packets from the source host to the destination 
host is merely based on the concept of IP addresses in the 
packet headers [1]. The IP specifies the format of packets 
that encapsulates the data to be delivered and the addressing 
scheme that is used to label the datagram with source and 
destination data.  

Every device that is connected to the Internet has a unique 
IP address. It provides the identification and location 
information of the device which is required to send data to or 
receive from other devices in the network. IPv4 uses 32-bit 
addressing format which limits the address 
space to 4294967296 (232) addresses. The explosive rate of 
people all over the world connecting to the Internet and the 
stupendous number of new devices that are getting 
connected every day causes the global IPv4 pool to deplete 
to a critically low level. It is suffering from scalability issue, 

lack of proper routing, network instability and incapability to 
offer new IP for present and future devices resulted in 
exhausting of all IP’s. The decreasing availability of IPv4 
addressing space led to the incorporation of IPv6 into the 
networks [2]. IPv6 is a 128-bit addressing format, 
theoretically allowing 2128 compared to 232 IPv4 address. The 
salient features of IPv6 are: extended addressing capabilities, 
ordered hierarchy for managing growth of routing table, 
stateless autoconfiguration, streamlined header format and 
flow identification, enhanced support for extensions, security, 
well-built IP layer encryption and authentication, mobility, 
Quality of Service (QoS), privacy extensions for stateless 
address auto configuration and source address selection etc. 
It is easy to understand the addressing scheme of IPv6. Any 
global address can be accessed on the network [3], [4]. 

Mobile IP was initially defined as an expansion to IPv4 to 
support mobility, which suffers from the problem of routing, 
only point of failure of Home Agent (HA) in mobile IPv4, 
multiple HAs support, route optimization, and IP security. 
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) solved these problems and evolved as 
a widely recognized technology to support mobility in 
networks [5]. Each Mobile Node (MN) in the mobile IP 
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networks has a specific IP home addressing associated to the 
home network. MN acquires a temporary care-of address 
using stateless auto-configuration or DHCP when it visits a 
new foreign network as illustrated in Fig. 1. It sends a 
registration message to its HA to inform about the new 
location [3]–[8], [40]. After receiving and accepting the 
registration, the HA captures all the packets that are coming 
to the MN’s home address. While MN are roaming, one 
single HA takes care of forwarding IP datagrams, manages 
HA registration, maintains caches and tunneling of data 
packets for MNs that are away from their home networks, 
resulting in unfavourable impact on the robustness and 
overall performance of the network [43],[44], [46], [60], [62], 
[70]. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Mobile IPv6 operation 

 
The two main approaches: the centralized approach and 

the distributed approach are present for HA load balancing. 
The centralized approach provides more administrative 
control; only one HA is accountable for gathering load 
sharing parameters from all the nearby HAs and takes 
decision for HA load assignment. The distributed approach 
overcomes the problem of single point of failure in 
centralized mechanism because in this each and every HA 
shares its information with other HAs. Many investigations 
in the direction of deployment of multiple HAs have been 
suggested to solve the problem of the single point of failure 
[7], [58], [63], [71]. But these are susceptible to issues such 
as increased flow of message exchange, disconnection 
between HA and MN and a longer period for the HA 
registration. The centralized approach is predominantly used 
in the existing mobile networks which have an improper 
load on one HA. The load sharing and failure detection use 
the concept of exchange of router advertisement message 
named as “heart beat messages”. Each router sends these 
messages through multicasting at a constant rate. However, 
issues related to signaling overhead and synchronization 
would increase with the reduction in the time interval of 
router advertisement [9], [10]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the previous works carried out in this domain. 
Section III discusses the comparative analysis of the existing 
methods. Lastly, conclusions and future work are discussed 
in Section IV. 

 
 
 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery (DHAAD) 
protocol follows the mechanism of distributed approach. 
Each and every HA manages a list of all HAs present in the 
network. An address discovery request is transmitted by the 
MN on the anycast address of an HA and wait for the reply. 
Basically, anycast addressing is used to enable the router to 
select different anycast destination for every packet. If MN 
doesn’t receive the reply message within the time limit, the 
MN may retransmit the registration request to the same 
anycast address. Every succeeding retransmission is delayed 
twice the time interval of the previous retransmission. This 
protocol is majorly used by the most of the load sharing 
mechanism for the HA registration process [10], [11]. 
Another example of distributed approach is Inter Home 
Agent (HAHA) protocol. It pursues few features of DHAAD 
as each HA maintains a list of HA located on the network 
and shares the binding table as well. In the case of HA 
failure or overloading, HA switch message is transmitted 
either by the same HA or backup HA to the affected MN. 
The MN drop off its present binding after the reception of 
the switch message and sends a BU to the preferred HA 
which is sent along the switch message. If no preferred HA 
is sent, MN uses DHAAD request message on HA’s any cast 
address [12], [13]. 

Home Agent Handoff (HAH) scheme is also similar to 
DHAAD and HAHA, maintains a list of HAs [10]. This list 
is extended to support load sharing parameters and is 
dependent on router advertisement to update the entries 
where HA bit is set. Each and every HA shares the 
information that helps to take HA reassignment decision. 
HA uses HAH message to signal the MN regarding the HA 
failure or overloading. Upon reception of HAH message, the 
MN follows the same steps as discussed in HAHA method. 
The current binding to the failed HA is deactivated, and BU 
is directed to the preferred HA. In the case of absence of 
preferred HA details, the affected MN follows DHAAD 
mechanism. The method presented in [10] considers load as 
a combination of MNs registered to HAs plus network traffic 
through the network. The network contains set of HAs and a 
gateway router with the assumption that there is a sort of 
redundancy for gateway routers. HA registration can have 
two situations: MN is aware of its HA, and MN doesn’t 
know its HA. In the first situation, MN can send BU to its 
HA, whereas in the second situation, it uses either DHAAD 
or DNS protocol to obtain the HA’s IP address. The failure 
detection mechanism uses the concept of “heart beat 
messages” to detect the failure and it is transparent to MN. 
The messaging overhead is reduced because the MN does 
not perform any activity in the failure detection. The 
gateway router maintains a binding table that contains all the 
MN registration on the network. During HA failure, re-
registration request would be issued to the affected MNs 
after consulting the binding table. 

Load balancing mechanism allows MN to get registered 
to only one HA over the Home link. The servicing HA sends 
HA switch message along with the preferred HA to some of 
its registered MNs in the case of overloading. These MNs 
deregister their present binding and re-register again with the 
preferred HA [14]. Inter HA’s protocol reliability and load 
balancing mechanism are also discussed which is said to be 
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transparent to the MN whereas it is not entirely transparent 
in every possible situation. When the binding expiration and 
failure of serving HA occur at the same time, the MN has no 
information about its new serving HA. Consequently, the 
MN sends all the data packets to the failed HA and waits for 
the reply. The MN will infer that HA has failed based on the 
no-reply from the failed HA and should get registered to a 
new HA. The pretentious MN initiates HA re-registration 
process again to establish the connection with a new HA. 
This mechanism is not transparent to MN and leads to the 
service interruption because MN having no information of 
its new serving HA continues to tunnel the packets destined 
for the Correspondent Node (CN) through failed HA’s IP 
address only [15]. 

Subsequently, a load sharing is suggested for both IPv4 
and IPv6 HAs [9], [10]. Each HA maintains a queue along 
with the defined upper and lower thresholds. When the sub-
threshold value is crossed, HA broadcasts its queue length 
and makes policy table on each HA. Upon crossing the 
threshold value, HA selects one MN and register it to 
another HA after inspecting the policy table followed by a 
re-evaluation of the queue length to check the results. If it is 
not successful, then another MN is selected to move to 
another HA.  The HA failure detection is not handled by this 
mechanism. 

Many HAs are deployed over different home links in a 
mechanism discussed in [11], [16]. An MN connects to one 
or more HAs in which any one of the HA is preferred as a 
primary HA by the MN. Tunneling of packets from CN to 
MN can be either through the primary HA or any other HA. 
The failure of the primary HA is not transparent in nature. 
After primary HA failure, the MN switches to any other HA 
on the same home link as its primary HA’s home link. This 
method adds extra overhead on the MNs and causes service 
interruption as well. Moreover, delayed failure detection 
problem is not addressed. The hybrid load balance 
mechanism suggested in [11] comprises of multiple MIPv6 
based HAs and MNs. Each HA is attached to an access 
router as shown in Fig. 2 and manages a traffic load table 
that is sorted in descending order of the traffic load field. 
Each HA broadcasts its traffic table to other HAs in the 
network to take HA reassignment decisions. Each entry in 
the binding update table has a timer associated with it and is 
taken for HA reassignment once the timer goes out. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Hybrid load balance architecture 

 
Virtual Home Agent Reliability Protocol (VHARP) 

architecture is same as MIPv6 with few extensions to it. In 
this method, one home link comprises of multiple HAs 
having different link-local IP addresses. The home link has 

one global IP address taken as global HA address [17]. This 
address is used for all the communication between CN and 
any HA in a home link providing a single virtual view of all 
the HAs on the home link. Each HA can take any of these 
three states: active HA, backup HA, and inactive HA. The 
failure detection is based on “heart beat messages” and 
recovery is performed either as active HA or backup HA 
recovery based on the recovery procedure [68]. Failure 
detection and recovery mechanism are transparent to MN; 
therefore it does not result in any service interruption and 
latency [18], [19]. 

Virtual Home Link (VHOL) follows the same architecture 
and working as VHARP discussed in [17] and integrates 
home link redundancy to address the issue of a single home 
link failure of VHARP as presented in Fig. 3. The load 
balancing and failure detection mechanism follows the 
message exchange technique and is transparent to MN. The 
rate of exchanging messages is less as compared to VHARP; 
therefore VHOL has less signaling overhead.  This method is 
efficient in resource utilization as it utilizes all the secondary 
links in addition to the primary link. There is no service 
interruption in VHOL, and each HA in the home links has 
fewer loads overhead as compared to VHARP [19]. 
 

 
Fig. 3 VHOL architecture 

 
Web services load balancing techniques are discussed in 

[20], [51], [69]. It suggests to add more hardware resources 
and to make web server improvement with respect to 
changing demands. This approach is not cost effective and 
does not provide a long lasting solution. Distributed web 
servers with multiple nodes can be deployed to provide a 
better solution. These distributed web servers are loosely 
coupled and act as a single server from the client’s 
perspective. A load balancer is presented that contains two 
modules: mobility agent and regular load balancer device. 
MN initiates registration request in order to set up the 
optimized route with the servers and sends packets once the 
connection is established. TCP slicing load balancing and 
packet rewriting are compatible with MIPV6’s registration 
request, whereas MIPv6’s registration request compatibility 
is not provided by mobility agents in case of packet 
forwarding technique and MN interact through sub-optimal 
route with the server. The sub-optimal path suffers from 
many limitations; it increases infrastructure to load and 
packet overhead. It is also not much capable of addressing 
link failures. 
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Multiple HA deployment scheme (MHADS) enhances 
service availability and improves performance. It comprises 
of a dynamic load balancing and faults tolerance procedure 
in order to provide a single HA mirror image for transparent 
load balancing and failure detection mechanism. The edge 
router in the home link acts as a BM (Balancer and Monitor). 
It works as a balancer in case of load sharing and as a 
monitor in the detection of HA failure and recovery 
mechanism. In addition, it performs active load sharing by 
selecting the best HA during the registration process itself. 
The load parameters of every HA is calculated using 
dynamic weight load evaluation algorithm. The HA-failure 
detection and recovery procedure is based on the widely 
used concept of “heart beat messages”. Every HA updates 
BM and sends these messages in regular interval of time. 
The BM uses failure detection request and answer during the 
absence of acknowledgement from HA for a period of time 
along with ring backup chain for failure takeover and 
recovery process [7]. Network segmentation is used in the 
backup quorum management mechanism [21]. It has a 
circular architecture in nature in which each HA equally 
segments its network. Every HA has a backup quorum to 
store the details of MNs. During HA failure, least loaded 
backup quorum provides services to the MNs. A number of 
backup bindings can be reduced by using the small quorum 
size. This method does not add extra hardware cost and has 
low registration overhead as well [22]. 

Virtual Private Network based Home Agent Reliability 
Protocol (VHAHA) defines a network having multiple home 
links [23]. Each home link contains multiple HAs that can 
take any state out of these three states: active HA, backup 
HA and inactive HA [17], [18].  Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) is created out of the set of some selected HAs and is 
assigned the Global HA address. Each HA knows the status 
of other HA inside the VPN due to the periodical 
announcement of “Heat Beat Messages”. Each HA that is 
part of global HA address get notified when a packet reaches 
the global HA address. The HA that is nearest to the MN has 
less overhead and receives the packet. The failure detection 
and recovery mechanism are transparent to the MNs; hence 
over the air (OTA) messaging is reduced. Each HA has a 
defined load that is used to set the priority among the HAs. 
The assigned priority is dynamic in nature and gets updated 
corresponding to every change in mobility binding. This 
method adds up some overhead and complexity, but it is 
negligible in nature. It provides better reliability because it is 
functioning even when the entire home link fails [72]. 

The solution presented in [24] assumes that multiple HAs, 
called as “Home Agents Group” (HA Group), can work 
concurrently to overcome the difficulty of HA as the only 
failure point. All the mobility management tasks are handled 
by the main HA and are taken over by stand-by HA when 
the main HA fails. The signaling mechanism is used to 
detect HA failure and is followed by HA switch to recover 
from it. The switching between main HA and stand-by HA 
can either be soft or hard switching. The performance of HA 
failure recovery depends on the destruction of the tunnel 
with the failed HA and creation of a new tunnel with another 
HA. 

Global HAHA method follows the distributed mechanism 
to overcome the single point of failure and triangular routing 

problems that occur in centralized mobility handling. Fig. 4 
presents the architecture in which multiple HAs are grouped 
under one Global HA representation. MNs use anycast 
messages to notify these HAs regarding MN’s current 
location. HA nearer to the MN will respond to the message 
and act as the primary HA for the MN [25], [26]. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Global HAHA architecture 

 
The connection establishment of an MN with the nearest 

HA results in a reduction of the probability of HA handoff 
failure. Reliable HA delivery (RHAD) method discussed in 
[27] uses this connection establishment technique. Its 
network architecture has edge router which is basically a 
router at the boundary that inspects the BU from MN and 
maintains a router list. This BU information stays in router 
list till BU lifetime becomes zero. RHAD uses gateway 
protocol to transmit packets between the edge router and 
HAs. When an MN broadcasts BU, it is transmitted through 
the edge router, and the HA that is nearest is selected as 
active HA. The stand-by HA is selected by the active HA 
based on the preference levels and maintains a synchronized 
binding between active, and standby HAs. The failure 
detection and recovery technique follow the similar 
procedure as discussed in VHARP; therefore it is transparent 
to MN.         

The Multihomed Mobile Network Architecture (MMNA) 
presented in [28] discusses the benefits of multihoming and 
provides multihoming management mechanism. It comprises 
of two main components:  multihomed tree establishment 
and gateway discovery as given in Fig. 5. Its extension 
includes multiple care-of addresses to support multiple 
gateways within the tree [29], [39], [59]. The information is 
advertised by each gateway to the mobile routers, and the 
selection process can take place at different levels. The 
gateway selection can either be flow based or network based 
[64]-[67]. 

 

 
Fig. 5 MMNA architecture 

 
The hierarchical MIPv6 is discussed in [30], [31] to 

address mobility issues. A new MIPv6 node named as 
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mobility anchor point can be situated at any level in the 
foreign network. It also has two new addresses to take into 
consideration: regional and on-link care-of-address. When 
the MN receives these addresses, it sends the BU to the 
anchor point to establish the connection between the two 
addresses. The attributes of the anchor point, MN, and 
network topology determines the selection process of 
mobility anchor point in the foreign network [45], [49], [61]. 
Another extension to MIPv6 is Proxy MIPv6, which act as a 
core network mobility management protocol [32], [33]. The 
two main elements in this approach are local mobility anchor 
and mobility access gateway. The network prefix of the MN 
has the local mobility anchor as the anchor point and the 
access gateway act as the router for the MN [34]–[38], [41]. 
An access link is provided by the gateway to which MN 
attaches when it gets into the network. The gateway checks 
the authorization of using services with the help of 
authentication, authorization and accounting server [42], 
[47], [48], [50]-[57]. 

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, the analysis and comparison of the various 
existing methods for load balancing and failure detection 
mechanisms are discussed. The parameters considered for 
comparison of the existing methods include throughput, 
signaling overhead, the number of MNs registered and 
latency for failure detection and recovery. 

In redundant HA, registration of MNs to the HAs can 
have two situations: MN is aware of its HA, and MN does 
not know its HA. In the first situation, MN can send BU to 
its HA, whereas in the second situation, it uses either 
DHAAD or DNS protocol to get the HA’s IP address. 
VHARP and VHOL suffer high registration overhead due to 
the updating and synchronization of binding cache entries 
among active, backup and inactive HAs. HA Group method 
uses the concept of BU/BA for the HA registration process. 
Each HA maintains a traffic load table and monitor its queue 
size for the registration of an MN to an HA in the case of the 
Hybrid method. It uses traffic load advertisement for the 
reassignment of HAs when the timer that is associated with 
the corresponding entry expires. The MHADS uses BM 
which maintains home agent tables for active load sharing 
by selecting the least loaded HA during the HA registration 
process itself. The RHAD and VHAHA methods have low 
overhead as compared to the other methods given in Table 1.  

 
TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF HA REGISTRATION OVERHEAD  
 

Metrics HA registration overhead 
Redundant HA Either BU/BA messaging or DHAAD 

VHARP High 

HA Group BU messaging 

MHADS Low 

VHOL High 

Hybrid Traffic load table and ICMP Messaging 

RHAD Low 

VHAHA Low 

 

Although MHADS and VHAHA provide active load 
balancing, yet most of the existing load sharing mechanism 
uses the concept of passive load sharing. The load sharing 
mechanism is not transparent to the MN and adds to the 
OTA signaling overhead in case of redundant HA method. 
VHARP and VHOL also suffer more loads sharing overhead 
due to its complex architecture and centralized approach. 
The traffic load table maintenance and load advertisement in 
Hybrid method add to the load sharing overhead. In this 
method, HA is reassigned to an MN when the timer 
associated with the corresponding MN expires. The MHADS 
experiences low overhead as compared to the other existing 
methods represented in Table 2. It has BM which 
dynamically collects and maintains the load details of every 
HA and selects the least loaded HA during the registration 
process itself. 

 
TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF LOAD BALANCING MECHANISM OF EXISTING METHODS 
 

Metrics 
Load sharing  
mechanism  

(active /passive) 

Load sharing 
overhead 

Redundant HA Passive High 

VHARP Passive High 

MHADS Active Low 

VHOL        Passive High 

Hybrid Passive High 

VHAHA Active Less than VHARP 

 
VHARP failure detection and recovery mechanism are 

restricted to only one home link. This method fails in case of 
complete failure of the home link, therefore to overcome this 
issue VHOL method is used which uses the pair of one 
primary home link and one or more secondary home links. 
The redundant HA method uses the concept of “heart beat 
messages” for failure detection which adds to the signaling 
overhead and takes more time in detecting HA failure. 
MHADS uses messaging same as redundant HA plus failure 
detection request and answer to detect failure which adds to 
the failure detection time and signaling overhead. RHAD 
uses the concept of VHARP and BGP. It has low signaling 
overhead and failure detection time than VHARP.  

Mostly methods that are listed in Table 3 and 4 have 
transparent failure detection and recovery mechanism. 
Therefore, the OTA signaling overhead is negligible except 
redundant HA method in which recovery is not transparent 
to the MNs and adds to the OTA signaling. The redundant 
HA suffers more failure recovery time in which HA re-
registration request is sent to the affected MNs which results 
into OTA signaling. VHOL experiences more recovery time 
than VHARP as it takes time for the synchronization of the 
updates among active, backup and inactive HAs through a 
pair of a primary home link and one or more secondary 
home links. HA recovery method in HA Group considers 
failure recovery time plus tunnel destruction and 
construction time. MHADS uses a pair of signals of service 
restoration request and takeover in the ring backup chaining 
process which increases the time for the HA failure recovery. 
VPN is constructed in VHAHA mechanism in which the 
selected HAs are assigned Global HA address. It has low 
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failure recovery time because recovery process is confined to 
this VPN. 
 

TABLE III   
COMPARISON OF FAILURE DETECTION  

 

Metrics 
Fault tolerant 

range 

Failure 
detection 

Time 

Fault 
detection 
signaling 
overhead 

Redundant 
HA 

Covers entire 
range 

High High 

VHARP 
Limited to 
Home Link 

Moderate High 

HA Group 
Covers entire 

range 
Low Low 

MHADS 
Covers entire 

range 
High High 

VHOL  
Covers entire 

range 
More than 
VHARP 

Less than 
VHARP 

RHAD 
Covers entire 

range 
Less than 
VHARP 

Low 

VHAHA 
Covers entire 

range 
Less than 
VHARP 

Comparable 
to VHARP 

 
TABLE IV   

COMPARISON OF FAILURE RECOVERY  
 

Metrics Transparency 
Failure 

Recovery 
Time 

OTA 
messages 

exchanged 
for recovery 

Redundant  
HA 

Recovery is not 
transparent to MN 

High Low 

VHARP Yes Low Nil 
HA Group Yes High Nil 
MHADS Yes High Nil 
VHOL Yes Moderate Nil 
RHAD Yes Low Nil 
VHAHA Yes Low Nil 

      
A. Impact of Number of Registrations of MNs on HA’s 

Throughput 
 

As shown in Fig. 6, the throughput increases with the 
increase in the number of registered MNs, but as the number 
of MNs becomes more, it starts decreasing.  In HA Group 
method, it is showing a great fall as compared to other 
methods due to the overhead of tunneling mechanism. The 
throughput of VHOL is more as compared to VHARP 
because all the primary links, as well as the secondary links, 
are properly utilized. The re-registration request to the MN 
in the redundant HA method during the load sharing and 
failure recovery leads to the OTA overhead. The MHADS 
performs better due to active sharing of the load during the 
HA registration process itself. It uses the concept of “heart 
beat messages” for active failure detection followed by an 
exchange of a pair of messages of failure detection request 
and response for ensuring HA failure. MHADS throughput 
performance is comparatively low than hybrid model due to 
the use of ring backup chain concept used for failed HA 
takeover. The hybrid model makes use of traffic load tables 
in which HA re-assignment is performed only when there is 

a significant load difference and has less re-assignment 
overhead. 
 
 

 
Fig. 6 Effect of number of MNs registered on the throughput 

 
B. Signaling Overhead and Throughput  
 

The predominantly used approach in the existing methods 
for load sharing and failure detection is through the 
exchange of “heart beat messages”. Each router multicasts 
these message at a constant rate. However, signaling 
overhead and synchronization issues increases with the 
decrease in the time interval of advertisement of messages. 
Therefore, more signaling results in the reduction of 
throughput. 

As shown in Fig. 7, for a given throughput, the redundant 
HA suffers the most because it uses re-registration request 
by MN for the load sharing and failure recovery which adds 
to the OTA messaging. VHOL has low signaling overhead 
as compared to VHARP because time interval of the router 
advertisement messages is more in comparison to VHARP. 
Signaling is reduced in the case of the Hybrid model as it 
only advertises messages when traffic load table is in an 
overloaded state. The hybrid model performs better than 
MHADS because in the case of later “heart beat messages” 
is periodically advertised to maintain the connections but it 
advertises HA transfer request only when HA is overloaded, 
therefore has low overhead as compared to the other 
methods. 
 
 

 
Fig. 7 Throughput vs signaling overhead 
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C. Failure Detection Time  
 

Although failure detection in redundant HA method is 
transparent to the MN, recovery scheme is not transparent in 
nature. Each HA sends “heart beat messages” to the 
gateway and absence of this periodic messages is taken as an 
HA failure by the gateway. These messages are broadcasted 
at a constant rate. If the advertisement of messages is done at 
a longer time interval, then signaling overhead can be taken 
in control but failure detection takes more time. The VHOL 
is an extension to VHARP method and overcomes the 
limitation of the single home link failure. The rate of the 
interval for the router advertisement messages is taken more 
in VHOL leading to the increase in failure detection time. As 
shown in Fig. 8, failure detection time for RHAD and 
VHAHA is comparable in nature and less than VHARP.     
MMNA provides fast failure detection and recovery scheme. 
The stand-by HA in HA Group method detects the failure 
instantly by means of signaling packet. MHADS uses the 
concept of “heart beat messages” for the failure detection in 
addition to failure detection request and answer which adds 
to the failure detection time. 
 

 
Fig. 8  Comparison of failure detection time  

 
D. Signaling Overhead for the Given Number of MN’s 

Registrations 
 

Fig. 9 shows that the number of messages exchanged in 
VHAHA is higher as compared to others, but it is 
comparable to VHARP protocol. The number of recovery 
messaging is less in RHAD; therefore it has less signaling 
overhead. The     VHARP causes notable message exchange 
and suffers more signaling overhead as compared to VHOL 
due to less time interval rate for the advertisement of router 
messages. The redundant HA also suffers considerable 
signaling overhead. It suffers OTA signaling in addition of 
periodic “heart beat messages” as the number of registered 
MNs increases and failure recovery process takes place. 
Although MHADS and HA Group , both uses the concept of  
“heart beat messages”, MHADS has more signaling 
overhead because of the presence of failure detection 
request/answer and service takeover request/answer 
messages.  

E. Failure Recovery Time Vs Number of MNs  

The procedure of tunnel destruction from the failed HA to 
the creation of tunnel to a new HA in the case of HA Group 
method adds to the failure recovery time. In MHADS, 

service takeover request / answer messaging plus 
reconstruction of ring backup chain contributes to the failure 
recovery time.     The VHARP, VHOL, and VHAHA 
provide a comparable amount of time in recovery. HA re-
registration message overhead is reduced because failure 
recovery is completely transparent to the MNs. The VHOL 
has one primary home link and one or more secondary home 
links whereas VHARP has only one home link. Therefore, 
the VHOL consumes more recovery time in comparison to 
VHARP after detection of the HA failure as shown in Fig. 
10. The VPN is constructed in the VHAHA method in which 
selected HAs are assigned one global HA address. It has less 
failure recovery time because recovery process is confined to 
VPN only. 
 

 
Fig. 9  Comparison of signaling overhead of various methods 

 

 
Fig. 10  Failure recovery time vs. number of MNs 

 
E. Registration Time Vs. Number of MNs 

 

In redundant HA method, MN either knows its HA or 
does not know. If it does not know, it follows DHAAD 
mechanism, which provides less registration time for the 
MN-HA registration. The VHAHA inherits the architecture 
from VHARP with few modifications. In this method, few 
HAs are selected to construct VPN, and one Global HA is 
assigned to the VPN. It provides better registration time as 
compared to VHARP. The VHARP and VHOL both uses the 
list of active, backup and inactive HAs and has comparable 
HA registration time. MN selects the nearest HA as active 
HA for the registration in RHAD. It selects the stand-by HA 
from the redundant list of HAs and maintains 
synchronization among them. The MHADS uses the 
function module of BM which receives the registration 
request from the MNs and selects the best HA for the 
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registration process. The HA overloading is actively 
prevented in this method because it selects the best HA at 
the time of registration itself. In comparison to RHAD, it 
takes more registration time due to the overhead involved in 
HA list maintenance and selection at BM as shown in Fig. 
11.  
 

 
Fig. 11  Registration time vs number of MNs 

 
G. OTA Interface Messaging Overhead       

The Failure recovery procedure is not transparent to the 
MNs in redundant HA method, although failure detection is 
transparent in nature. This leads to the OTA message 
overhead. Other discussed methods have failure detection 
and recovery mechanism transparent to the MN, therefore 
has negligible OTA signaling overhead as represented in Fig. 
12. 
 

 
Fig. 12  Comparison of OTA signaling overhead  

 
 

H. Failure Detection Signaling Overhead 
 

The failure detection signaling overhead is almost same in 
VHARP and VHAHA as given in Fig. 13. Although 
VHAHA has more signaling overhead as compared to other 
mechanisms, yet it outperforms other methods and provides 
reliability even when the entire home link fails. The failure 
detection signaling overhead is less in VHOL in comparison 
to VHARP because the rate at which router advertises 
signaling messages is more than that of VHARP messaging 
rate. 

The redundant HA also uses the “heart beat messages” 
and adds to the signaling overhead. The MHADS method 

follows the same mechanism as the redundant HA with 
additional messaging of “failure detection request” and 
“ failure detection answer”, therefore faces more signaling 
overhead as compared to the redundant HA. Whereas in HA 
group, advertisement messaging takes place between 
primary HA and stand-by HA resulting in less signaling 
overhead with respect to the redundant HA.  
 

 
Fig. 13  Comparison of signaling overhead for failure detection  

I. Load Sharing Signaling Overhead  

The redundant HA faces more signaling overhead as 
compared to other load sharing methods. The load sharing 
process is initiated by sending HA re-registration request by 
the HA to the MNs when HA is in over loaded state. It 
includes the preferred HA address, and MN initiates the new 
registration process. It is not transparent to the MN and adds 
to the OTA messaging leading to increased signaling 
overhead. The complex architecture of VHOL adds more 
signaling overhead as compared to VHARP. 

The hybrid model uses the concept of traffic load tables in 
which a timer is associated with each entry in the table. HA 
re-assignment occurs only when there is a significant load on 
an HA or when the timer expires. HA sends the ICMP reply 
message by itself without the reception of the ICMP request, 
if it selects the new HA for the affected MNs, therefore has 
less signaling overhead in comparison to previously 
discussed methods. The load balance performance and the 
handoff frequency determine the rate of selection of a new 
HA. Fig. 14 shows that load sharing signaling overhead is 
least in MHADS method that actively selects the best HA 
using single HA mirror image. HA sends the load transfer 
request to the BM only when it is in the overloaded state, 
and BM again selects the best HA for the re-registration 
process.  
 

 
Fig. 14 Comparison of signaling overhead for load sharing  
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IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the comparative study of various load 
balancing, failure detection and recovery mechanisms in 
MIPv6 based network is presented. Many investigations in 
the direction of deployment of multiple HAs have been 
suggested to solve the single failure point problem of an HA. 
But these are susceptible to issues such as increased flow of 
message exchange, disconnection between HA and MN and 
a longer period for the HA re-registration. The centralized 
approach is predominantly used in the existing mobile 
networks which have improper load on one HA. The load 
sharing and failure detection use the concept of exchange of 
router advertisement message named as “heart beat 
messages”. Each router multicasts these message at a 
constant rate. However, issues related to signaling overhead 
and synchronization would increase with the reduction in the 
interval of router advertisement. The MN experiences a 
significant delay in tunneling of data packets and suffers 
from the disconnection making it inefficient for the real-time 
applications. It can be inferred that most of the methods use 
passive load sharing mechanism in which load distribution 
takes place only after the HA registration process. There are 
few methods like MHADS which performs active load 
sharing but the process used is implicitly centralized in 
nature. The extensive use of “heart beat messages” in the 
case of failure detection and recovery in most of the existing 
methods, limits the performance by increasing the signaling 
overhead. Future work can be extended in the domain of 
distributed active load sharing mechanism. The proactive 
failure detection and recovery while maintaining less 
signaling overhead can be directed for further research. 
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